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The Abwab pavilion is a generous overview on 
emerging talents from the Middle East worth looking 
after. The Global Grad Show brings universities’ 
students around the globe under the same roof 
displaying their recent graduation projects. This 
year’s city focus is on Casablanca that you will 
explore through a further exhibition: Loading... Casa. 
Serious talks are going to take place in every corner 
this year but we would like to highlight the ones you 
should not miss. Sir David Adjaye recently named 
among Time magazine’s 100 most influential people 
of 2017, will be in conversation with Sultan Sooud 
AlQassemi. Mauro Porcini, Pepsico Chief Design 
Officer will mesmerize us with his intriguing stories. 
Mario Cucinella, an undisputed global leader in 
sustainable practices will conduct his talk as part of 
the UAE Modern conference.
Compasses Plus is going to be the valuable media 
partner of this important initiative, UAE Modern 
conference that will explore in a two days program 
the importance of modern architecture preservation in 
the Emirates and beyond. The participant’s lineup will 
include our Compasses’ Scientific Director Andrea 
Pane. Find the detail in the article by the curator 
Massimo Imparato.
Enjoy the best time of the year in Dubai and see you 
at the next incredible edition.

The magazine you are holding in your hands is a 
special edition of Compasses dedicated to Downtown 
Design 2017, the main trade fair part of the Dubai 
Design Week. It is interesting to witness how in 
just few years the design scene, that previously 
was scattered in a myriad of different and clashing 
initiatives with no whatsoever connection, is 
eventually growing into a fully organic and organized 
constellation of strongly bounded satellites. The role 
of Dubai Design District on the map seems light-
years far from its debut as a rose in the dust of the 
desert, when cabs did not know where to go. Ever 
since then the place is catalyzing the attention of the 
entire design system. How design is changing Dubai? 
And how Dubai is changing design? Are we going to 
witness a new Copernican revolution, were Dubai is 
becoming the next center of the creative now? This 
time might not be the next cool ads on the travel 
channel but a true necessity, come hell or high water.
The trade fair Downtown Design, this year at its 
fifth edition is doubling its size with an increased 
participation of brands that made the history of 
contemporary design. Still we can appreciate 
the blend of emerging talents at their initial steps 
alongside with mature and renowned established 
legacies, a healthy variety that you would hardly 
find in other destination.  Just outside of its doors, 
a plethora of product launches, branch openings, 
exhibition vernissages, talks, panel’s discussions, 
workshops and installations is blinking at your 
attention. It is going to be a busy week, no doubt 
about it; Organizers claim to have collected more than 
200 initiatives spread across the whole city with main 
destinations being Dubai Design District, Al Fahidi 
historical neighborhood and Alserkal Avenue.   

Ivan Parati
Editorial Director Is Dubai changing Design

is Design changing Dubai?or

[editorial]
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Downtown Design maintains its renowned approach 
to detail, quality and relevance in selecting brands to 
exhibit. The 2017 edition sees an Increase in brands’ 
number across all categories, with an outstanding 
90% retention of key brands; each of which is returning 
with fresh concepts for the market. This includes 
sought-after furniture brands Kettal, Minotti, Moroso 
and Sancal, who between them collaborate with world 
renowned designers Patricia Urquiola, Sebastian 
Herkner, Jasper Morrison and the Bouroullec Brothers. 
Newcomers to the exhibitor line-up include iconic 
furniture, textile and lighting brands including B&B 
Italia, Designer’s Guild, MDF Italia, Meridiani, Marset, 
Sans Souci, Santa Cole and Vondom. Each year 
Downtown Design delivers a carefully considered 
visitor experience, from the design of the communal 
areas to the Forum space, which will host a full 
programme of industry talks. Restaurant and concept 
store “The Light House” provide an outstanding 
food&beverage offer at the heart of the show, 
alongside an outdoor, water-side terrace. To deliver 
this vision, this year Downtown Design has partnered 
with some of region’s most innovative talents: Local 
Interior Architecture firm LSD to reimagine a new 
masterplan for the event; leading interior design 
firm AAC to create the bespoke café and landscape 
architects Desert Ink to design a unique installation for 
the entrance to the fair. 

Downtown Design announces its largest and most 
significant edition to date, celebrating 5 successful 
years as the leading design trade fair for high quality 
design in the Middle East. Taking place from 14-17 
November in partnership with the Dubai Design 
District (d3)+ and Dubai Culture & Arts Authority 
(DCAA), the show is set to enhance its position as the 
Middle East’s essential contemporary design event; 
providing industry and public audiences with new 
products, trends and inspirations. 
Rue Kothari, Show Director of Downtown Design 
says «We’re delighted to be marking five years of 
Downtown Design with a show double the size of 
previous editions. Not only does this reflect the 
strength of the exhibition and its reputation but also 
the growth in high - demand sectors of lighting, 
furniture and textiles. The show continues its rise, 
while focusing on connecting exhibitors to the 
region’s leading architects and interior designers. 
Helping brands and buyers to unlock the potential 
of the Middle East design market is at the heart of 
Downtown Design.» 
The fifth edition of Downtown Design will present 
a huge range of carefully selected best-in-class 
established and emerging brands from all over the 
world to the design professionals drawn to Dubai 
from across the Middle East. The annual exhibition, 
held for the third time at Dubai Design District (d3), 
will provide the architecture and design industry 
with a unique blend of exhibitors, live events, and 
installations all within a purpose-built venue.
Downtown Design will present talent across 26 
product categories – including furniture and lighting, 
textiles and accessories, and the latest in kitchen and 
bathroom technology. The show will feature world-
famous brand names and showcase eight emerging 
regional design brands for the first time. Mohammad 
Saeed Al Shehhi, Chief Operating Officer of Dubai 
Design District, commented: «We’re delighted to 
welcome Downtown Design again to d3 as part of this 
year’s Dubai Design Week. The success of the show 
is proof the design industry in Dubai and across the 
region is growing. Downtown Design alongside d3 
during Dubai Design Week is a powerful combination, 
underpinning Dubai’s position as an essential and 
dynamic market for local, regional and international 
brands.»

Some projects from
Baccarat, Marset and SACD High Back ‘Mashrabiya’ 
Lounge Chair by Sonia Ashoo irma Downtown Design, the anchor 

event for Dubai Design Week

Downtown Design
Dubai Design District (D3), 14-17 November 2017 

[focus]
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bed mattresses allowing light and air to pass though, 
with absolutely no resistance, instantly beckoned. By 
virtue of the bedspring structure, the material exhibits 
strength. Fascinated by its lightness and ephemeral 
character, the bedsprings and their silhouette in 
mound-form brought to mind the impetuous ocean 
waves. 

The editorial board of the exhibition comprises Joy 
Mardini, Beirut’s gallerist, Max Fraser, renowned 
design commentator and author, Sheikha Lateefa Al 
Maktoum, founder and director of Tashkeel and Rawan 
Kashkoush, head of programming at Dubai Design 
Week.

Across the 45 works presented coming from 
15 countries of the MENASA region some are 
highlighting emerging distinctive trends that could 
be considered healthy indication of a striving design 
culture. Some pieces are aiming at preserving some 
fading artisanship heritage, other are contemporary 
reinterpretation of traditional topologies, and another 
important stream fosters lifestyle changes of a 
modernized culture. The material explorations of 
the exhibited works are becoming more and more 
coherent with an industrialized environment even 
though their design sensibility still highlight an artistic 
flair of the unique piece rather than a serial production 
approach. Below there is a selection of significant 
profiles.

Abwab means ‘doors’ in Arabic. The Abwab aspires 
at being the portal through which Dubai Design Week 
highlight regional design talents from the Middle East, 
North Africa and South Asia acting as a snapshot 
of design activity across regions to which Dubai is 
central. The platform seeks to empower designs and 
designers through their exposure, and is the only 
initiative of its kind in the MENASA. The exhibition 
has evolved from independent pavilions hosting six 
countries into a singular space, hosting as many 
countries as can be reached through a ‘nomination’ 
process that seems to empower the designers to build 
their own secret society rather than representing a 
heterogeneous regional community.

The exhibition takes place within a pavilion located in 
the heart of Dubai Design District (d3). The pavilion 
structure is an architectural investigation of locally 
sourced materials by Dubai-based architectural firm 
Fahed + Architects. Eventually an exhibition that 
consider the disposability of its own remains after few 
days of honorable service.  Fahed + Architects is a 
multidisciplinary architectural practice, their principle 
architect is Fahed Majeed, a RIBA Chartered Architect. 
The firm philosophy tent to capture the spiritual 
essence of the ‘place.’ Their projects display sensitivity 
to the inherent beauty of natural materials. Their 
architectural design hinges, in principle, on traditional 
climatic sensibilities that underlines our concerted 
efforts to promote eco-sustainable architecture. 

As dictated by the brief, material sourced from waste 
management company bee’ah was to be borrowed for 
the construction of the temporary pavilion. On visiting 
the yard, the architect came across massive inventory 
of materials at the end of their intended lifecycle. 
A mound of majestically laid coil springs from disposed 
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edited by Ivan Parati Abwab: the Doors 
of Design Perception

Hozan Zangana - Sufi, Netherlands
Five folds vase inspired by the Sufi spiritual dance
 
Coalesce Design Studio - Ralli, Pakistan
This chair has a contemporary, minimalist frame, 
but retains the charms of its natural wood grain, 
which deliberately remains untouched

next page
Anjali Srinivasan - Quiver Vessels, UAE
Silicone’s vessels designed to erode the notion 
of a self-contained object by incorporating 
the interaction of the viewer
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Bouchra Boudoua - Skoura Collection
Designer and artist based between Casablanca and 
Marrakech. Her work explores traditional Moroccan 
craftsmanship and aims to preserve this cultural 
heritage through collaborative work and research with 
local craftsmen.
Skoura is a tableware collection designed and 
created in collaboration with Moroccan potters. Made 
from a locally sourced clay from the region of Ourika 
Valley, the collection is inspired from old mud houses 
one can find in the Berber villages of the High and 
Mid Atlas Mountains of Morocco. In an aim to move 
away from the modern urban environments she grew 
up in all her life, the designer, Bouchra Boudoua, 
embarked on a personal quest to connect with her 
Berber origins. She collects graphic information from 
her travels in the south of Morocco mainly found in 
architectural details or decorative objects that she 
translates into ceramics through the use of pattern. 
The unglazed terracotta surfaces and combination of 
natural materials are a tribute to the Berber lifestyle: 
simple, natural, and authentic. In addition to this 
personal journey, Bouchra endeavors to preserve 
traditional Moroccan craftsmanship through this type 
of collaborative work with local craftsmen. 
 
Coalesce Design Studio - Ralli
Karachi based multi-disciplined/multi-faceted team 
driven by the aim to push past traditions in order 
to deliver cutting-edge designs. Comprised of not 
the typical out of the box thinkers, in fact the main 
objective is to venture beyond innovation, into a place 
where pushing boundaries is standard.
This chair by Coalesce Design Studio has a 
contemporary, minimalist frame, but retains the 
charms of its natural wood grain, which deliberately 
remains untouched. Pieces of shisham wood have 
been set and polished in an array of attractive stains, 
creating a ralli-inspired pattern along the seat.

Dima Srouji - HollowForms
Palestinian architect and artist interested in 
multidisciplinary design methods, She is currently 
working on research-based projects concerned with 
politics and place. She recently received a Master’s of 
Architecture from Yale University.
Hollow Forms is a collection blown in Jaba’, a village 
near Ramallah. The objects are 
designed using digital tools and implemented using 
the ancient craft of glass blowing.
The glass blowing industry in Palestine is one of 
the most beautiful and technically advanced local 
tradition. 
The tradition has managed to survive for the last 
seven centuries; however, due to the fragility of 
the political context and the fragility of the material 
itself, the exportation of the products has decreased 
dramatically in recent years. To revive this tradition 
the concept of this project is to experiment with 
more contemporary forms and collaborate with 
the craftsmen in the area to produce a provocative 
exhibition. The goal is to highlight the cultural heritage 
while maintaining the current global standard of 
product design. 
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Fahed + Architects - Abwab pavilion renderings
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Rana Hazim - Sukun
A multidisciplinary Lebanese designer with an 
international experience specialized in furniture 
design. Rana, a meticulous researcher has a strong 
curiosity into investigating sound and the silent 
language of nature.
Sukūn is a modular collection of spiral screens that 
help the user separate and disconnect themselves 
from overcrowded spaces, movement and sounds of 
contemporary public spaces, aiming to give a sense 
of privacy and serenity within cityscapes. Acting 
as isolation booths for relaxation and increased 
privacy, the flexibility of the thick felt fabric acts as a 
membrane wrapping around the seat allowing user 
to control visual and sound pollution. A wooden 
structure functions as a spine, leaving the thick 
felt walls flexible and manipulative. The textile falls 
naturally into flowing spiral mazes, transforming a 
space into a place. Inspired by various meditational 
approaches, the transitional journey that one takes 
between the playful felt fabric walls focuses on 
slowing down time before arriving to the core of 
pausing and disconnection.

Rasha Dakkak - 
The Prayer Mat Reinterpreting Ritual Aesthetics
As a part of their daily rituals, Muslims perform their 
prayers five times every day using a Prayer Mat. A 
prayer mat facilitates the temporal transformation 
of any non-religious space, into what acts like a 
sanctuary, introducing a break in space and time. The 
fact that prayer mats look like outdated objects, helps 
create a distance between the new generation, the 
object and what it represents. 
A vital feature of a prayer mat is that it is 
unidirectional rather than symmetrical. Therefore, with 
lettering added as a motif, indicating a direction to 
identify with the top end of the mat becomes a given.

Maya Merhi - Biruta
Visual designer & human geographer based in Beirut. 
She is driven by an inherent curiosity about the 
richness of situational experiences, and approaches 
projects with an emphasis on communication, 
research and mapping to create poetic experiences.
Biruta is an invitation to develop different ways 
of thinking about Beirut in order to build a new 
relationship with the city. 
The soundboard allows the visitors to listen through 
seven sections of the city, blending fictional and 
factual narratives. 
Experiencing the multifaceted soundscape overlaid 
with their individual exploration of the aural 
environment, making the visitors and reading the city 
afresh. Visitors will listen to various voices of the city 
of Beirut, and gain insight to city dwellers’ existing 
relationships. The soundboard reveals small nuances 
through sounds and unmask many underlying 
narratives. 
The novelty of the project comes from the mixing 
and appropriation of language; Arabic, English and 
French reflecting Beirut’s multiplicity transferred in 
particular sites - accessed and accentuated by the 
use of technology in the recording and projecting 
of collected materials transformed into a collective 
narrative.
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Anthony Chahwan - Light Slit, Lebanon
This sculptural wood and copper lamp is sliced and perforated at one 
side emitting a pattern of light

previous page from left, from high
Rana Hazim - Sukun, Lebanon
Modular collection of spiral screens that form isolation booths for 
relaxation and privacy within urban spaces

Studio Meftah - Unité, Morocco
Arabesque inspired brass lamp

Siba Aahabi - perspectives Nr1, Netherlands
Wall-Mounted lighting fixture
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Mahmoud El Dallash - CAIROTALES
Multi-disciplinary designer, born in Port Said, Egypt 1991. 
He studied Interior and Furniture design at the Faculty of 
Applied Arts. Specialized in branding, he always uses his 
multiple design and art direction skills to create functional 
and strategic brand images.
CAIROTALES is a comfy wooden lounge chair and 
has an inspirational background from ancient Egyptian 
tradition of making seats, bringing the most ergonomic 
and human-friendly cues in Egyptian chairs with a 
modern and contemporary character. Catering young 
Egyptians with cozy and homey seating perfect to share 
and tell interesting stories. Not just borrowing the visual’s 
heritage and functions to build the iconic character, but 
like its name, CAIROTALES is designed to fit in the hybrid 
city culture and fulfilling the need for comfortably sitting 
after a long day sharing the meaningful Cairo Tales.

Studio Meftah - Unité
Ilyas Meftah is a Moroccan architect and a horsey 
passionate about design and Moroccan heritage of 
Islamic Art. With a background as an architect in France 
and Switzerland, his creations are a constant play 
between a volume combination with abstract concepts 
and an obsession to details and technical achievement.
It takes 1500 hours to forge the cube-shaped Unité 
lamp in MEFTAH’s workshops. Fine openwork creates 
a metal lace sublimated by light, projecting shadows 
that expand beyond the borders of the object. With a 
dematerialized structure, it seems to move with the angle 
of contemplation, until it momentarily vanishes. 

Anjali Srinivasan - Quiver Vessels
She grounds her creative practice into collaborations with 
traditional craft artisans in India, on research and design 
initiatives aimed at socio-economic empowerment. Anjali 
founded in 2015, and still today, she directs ChoChoMa 
Studios in Dubai, the only artist-run hot glass studio in the 
region.
Quiver Vessel vibrates, these surfaces react to vibrations 
within the surfaces they sit on and respond with generous 
motion. They collapse and return to shape with contact, 
the vessels respond with a poke, a wiggle, a fold, even 
a strong human breath. Quiver Vessels are designed 
to erode the notion of a self-contained object by 
incorporating the reflection of the viewer. 

Loci Architecture and Design - Sr
A culturally driven design studio that believes in the 
gravitas of a context and the power of the locus to inform 
its design process and product. Privacy has always 
been at the core of Middle Eastern society. Looking 
back through the centuries; architects and artisans alike 
have paid close attention to the idea of keeping private 
and public realms separated while maintaining a level of 
accessibility. “Sr” celebrates the tradition of privacy by 
creating a visually semi permeable membrane that allows 
its users to merely peer through onto the other side. 
By containing desert sand within the multi-wall 
polycarbonate sheets, LOCI re-envisions what a 
mashrabiya could be. With sand’s intriguing physical 
properties, no two panels are identical. This design 
philosophy of the studio is based on the knowledge that 
architecture and design is not an imported technology 
but one that is informed by and arises out of the site’s 
culture, tradition and history, as well as its climatic and 
geographic context.
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Mahmoud El Dallash - Cairotales, Egypt
This comfy lounge chair combines the most ergonomic aspects 
of classic Egyptian chairs with contemporary style

previous page
Rasha Dakkak - The Prayer Mat: Reinterpreting Ritual Aesthetics, UAE
This prayer mat uses calligraphic text as its motif, inviting every 
Muslim to pray, and inspiring contemplation by shifting across 
semiotic registers

Loci Architecture & Design - Sr, UAE
Reinventing the moucharabieh with a semi-permeable membrane 
using multi-wall polycarbonate sheets to contain desert sand
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Five Major Axes for the Exhibition
I. TRANSHUMANCE
This new city of the twentieth century quickly outgrew 
all efforts for long-term planning. Progressively 
polycentric, Casablanca saw its population migrate 
within the urban space in pace with socio-economic 
ascension. In order to adapt, the city invented its own 
model of autoregulation.
II. MUTATION 
Until now restricted by their homeland traditions 
and beliefs, Moroccans have traditionally defined 
themselves in function of their tribes, or groups. It 
is in Casablanca that the phenomenon of diversity 
first appears. It is this community of destiny that 
forges the Casablancan identity. In three months’ 
time, one can claim the city as one’s one, without 
objection. Here, the expression “mi casa es tu casa” 
can translate to “stranger, Casa is no more mine than 
yours”.
III. COUNTER-CULTURE
Casablanca has given rise to a culture that is at odds 
with Morocco’s fixed traditions, habits and customs. 
As writer/curator Omar Berrada rightly says, “the 
popular heritage is like a living body, an agent of 
permanent cultural renewal “. Artists render profane 
that which has been considered sacred assuming the 
right to appropriate it, reinterpret it, and take every 
liberty with regard to legacy.
IV. AMNESIC MEMORY
Not a single commemorative plaque, no inscriptions 
nor steles exist to inform visitors about the people 
who created this city and their history. Casablanca 
cultivates the obligation of oblivion. The price of its 
resilience is amnesia. Here lies the history of this city: 
a tomb without an epitaph.
V. HEDONISM
What characterizes the Casablancan culture is to 
work hard to take full advantage of life. A certain 
gigantism characterizes the city with the largest 
tower in Africa, the largest swimming pool in Africa, 
the largest cinema in Africa (the Vox); and hedonism 
becomes a characteristic of the Casablancans.

When the French arrived in Casablanca in 1907, 
they found a simple town of 20,000 inhabitants living 
in a small medina of 40 hectares, quite unlike the 
imperial cities of Fez, Meknes, Rabat or Marrakech. 
The first Resident General of France in Morocco, 
Hubert Lyautey(1854-1934), decided to lay the 
groundwork for a modern city of pioneering urbanism, 
with the vocation of making it the economic engine 
of the country. It was in Casablanca that urbanism, 
in the modern sense, was born and, like other 
twentieth century cities built ex-nihilo, the growth 
of the metropole relied upon 2 fundamental axes: 
commerce and immigration. Legend holds that if one 
came to Casablanca with a single suitcase, it would 
take less than a year to turn it into a fortune. 
The Casablanca “miracle” captivated a cosmopolitan 
population, primarily European but also Jewish and 
Muslim Moroccan, motivating them to travel from all 
corners of the country and abroad, irresistibly drawn 
to the promise of business and work opportunities. 
From a population of 20,000 in 1905, the city grew 
to 78,000 inhabitants in 1913. And in eight years, 
the European population mushroomed from 570 to 
31,000! A characteristic of the very nature of this city 
that has consistently slipped past the many urban 
schemes. And like its identity sprouting on its borders, 
Casablanca would turn its back to the centre/
periphery system model generally in use around the 
world. Following the country’s independence in 1956, 
the city saw an inverse polarity in which the centre 
soon lost its status both as the historic heart of the 
city and its power as decisional body for the city. And 
so began a phase of transition, a transhumance of 
“centres” and populations. Displacement became 
the means for Casablanca to reinvent itself and 
draw resilience. Polycentric, the city today extends 
over more than 1615 km2, along the length of its 
Atlantic coast as well as inland. In one century, the 
city has undergone profound mutations. Rachid 
Andaloussi, Casablanca-based architect, notes 
that in Casablanca “each time a new urban centre 
is born, it is a death announcement of the one that 
preceded it”. This city falls into perpetual movement 
of displacement. The exhibition will not take 
linear,chronological,ordirective form, but rather exist 
as a simultaneous experience to be entered by the 
visitor, where archival images, sound recordings, a 
short film, a monumental drawing and contemporary 
photography will collide.

[experiences]

Curator
Salma Lahlou

Participants
Aicha El Beloui, Anna Raimondo, 
Hicham Lasri, 
Mostafa Maftah, Mohamed Tanji, 
Zineb Andress Arraki
 
Exhibition Architect
Zineb Andress Arraki

Exhibition Graphic Design
Aicha El Beloui

Salma Lahlou
with research assistance of Omar Mrani Contextualization of a City 

in Mutation: Casablanca
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pictures of Casa are archived. He played an active 
role in the ongoing rehabilitation of the Casablanca 
Medina, an operation that began with sanitation, which 
is the most expensive and least visible part of the 
project, and which is almost completed. Objects from 
Tangi’s personal collection will be shown out side of 
Casablanca for the first time.
Mostafah Maftah
Artist
Mostafa Maftah lives and works as an artist in 
Casablanca. Maftah’s paintings, sculptures, drawings, 
installations and performances exhibit a quest for 
individual and collective memory in the public space; 
in the streets and on walls as medium for traces left 
by passers-by. Contribution: Maftah’s work is strongly 
influenced by the art of weaving, which he came to 
know as a child. Fire in the Ocean (Feu en o cé an) - 
1979 which the artist describes as «a volcano erupting 
under the surface of the earth» is the first known and 
only tapestry made by a Moroccan male graduated 
artist.
Zineb Andress Arraki
Interior Architect, Photography
Zineb Andress Arraki was raised in Casablanca. Her 
work combines architecture, photography, sculpture, 
and video. Casablanca has been her topic of research 
in the last three years, as shown in her most recent solo 
exhibition, Casablanca CH2O . Arraki is the recipient 
of prizes and distinctions in France, Holland and 
Morocco. Contribution: Arraki will develop a singular 
work linking the cities of Casablanca and Dubai to 
reveal their similarity when compared to their urban and 
architectural approach. Both in their own way, and in 
different contexts, have endeavored to be incubators of 
innovative and audacious projects.
Salma Lahlou
Curator
Salma Lahlou graduated in both curatorial studies 
and law. She has a solid knowledge in cultural project 
management. After working as the vice-president of 
the National Museums Foundation of the Kingdom of 
Morocco, she founded Thinkart in the fields of visual 
arts and curatorial practices in January 2015. She 
has curated various exhibitions, the latest being The 
Casablanca School of Fine Arts : Belkahia, Chabâa, 
Melehi and the Fabrication of Art and History during the 
6th edition of the Marrakech Biennale in 2016; and In 
the Carpet / Über den Teppich in Stuttgart(2016) and 
Berlin (2017).

AichaEl Beloui
Illustrator, Graphic Designer
Aicha El Beloui lives and works in Casablanca. She 
is an llustrator, graphicdesigner, and creative director. 
Though trained as an architect, Aicha began her artistic 
practice in response to a visceral need to express an 
obsession with citizenship, public spaces, belonging, 
freedom, and the individual in the Moroccan context. 
Her journey with photography and illustration express 
representation, interpretation, and appropriation of the 
unseen, and the unsaid. Aicha will translate Casablanca 
into a graphic mural landscape within which the 
exhibition content will sit.
Anna Raimondo
Sound Artist
Anna Raimondo lives in Brussels and works 
internationally. She has participated in several 
international exhibitions and festivals. Her radiophonic 
works are mainly focused on sound and radio art. She is 
co-editor with the artist Younes Baba-Ali of the radio and 
sound arts’ platform Saout Radio, based in Morocco. 
Contribution: An exercise in sonically translating the 
intimate transhumance of Casablanca, to archive 
fragments of the city’s resistance and negotiation with 
traditional Morocco. Raimondo integrates the sounds 
and stories of the music group Nass El Ghiwane 
immersed with invitations to residents to narrate 
anecdotes surrounding their relationships with the 
group’s songs.
Hicham Lasri
Filmmaker
Hicham Lasri lives and works in Casablanca as a 
writer and graphic designer. He has produced 3 theatre 
pieces, 5 movies and is an activist and regularly 
produces short films on YouTube to promote social 
awareness among Moroccans. His movies have been 
selected for the Berlinnale in 2014 and 2017, and for 
Acid Cannes in 2012 and 2013. Contribution: Hicham 
Lasri writes and shoots this visual poem in honor of 
his city, Casablanca! Many of the spaces in the film 
no longer exist. Each city is an ephemeral space that 
shrinks from view, from our memories and our lives a 
little more each day.
Mohamed Tanji
Collector
Mohamed Tangi is a Casablanca native, and local 
figure. His passion for Casa began thirty years ago, 
converting his home into a treasure for this city, 
where books, posters, cinema, music, photos, and 
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Africa
Cape Peninsula University of Technology (Cape Town, 
South Africa); German University in Cairo (Cairo, Egypt); 
Makerere University (Kampala, Uganda); Tshwane 
University of Technology (Pretoria, South Africa)
Asia
Huazhong University of Science & Technology (Wuhan, 
China); Hunan University (Changsha, China); Indian 
Institute of Technology Bombay (Mumbai, India); Indian 
Institute of Technology Guwahati (Guwahati, India); 
Institute of Advanced Media Arts and Sciences (Ogaki, 
Japan); KAIST (Daejeon, Republic of Korea); Keio 
University, Graduate School of Media Design (KMD) 
(Yokohama, Japan); Nanyang Technological University 
(Singapore, Republic of Singapore); National Cheng Kung 
University (Tainan, Taiwan); National Institute of Design 
(Ahmedabad, India); National University of Singapore 
(Singapore, Republic of Singapore); Pearl Academy (New 
Delhi, India); Samsung Art and Design Institute (Seoul, 
Republic of Korea); Seoul National University (Seoul, 
Republic of Korea); The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
(Kowloon, Hong Kong); Tsinghua University (Beijing, 
China); University of Science, Malaysia (Penang, Malaysia); 
Zhejiang University (Hangzhou, China)
Europe
Aalto University (Helsinki, Finland); British Higher School 
of Art and Design (Moscow, Russia); Central Saint 
Martins – UAL (London, UK); Cork Institute of Technology 
(Cork, Ireland); Design Academy Eindhoven (Eindhoven, 
The Netherlands); ECAL/University of Art and Design 
(Lausanne, Switzerland); Eindhoven University of 
Technology (Eindhoven, The Netherlands); HEAD , Geneva 
School of Art and Design. (Geneva, Switzerland); Iceland 
Academy of the Arts (Reykjavik, Iceland); International 
Hellenic University (Thessaloniki, Greece); IED - Istituto 
Europeo di Design (Barcelona, Spain); L’École de design 
Nantes Atlantique (Nantes, France); L’École Supérieure 
d’Art et Design de Saint-Étienne (ESADSE) (Saint-Étienne, 
France); London College of Communication (London, UK); 
Lund University (Lund, Sweden); NABA - New Academy of 
Fine Arts (Milan, Italy); Northumbria University (Newcastle, 
UK); Nottingham Trent University (Nottingham, UK); 
Offenbach University of Art and Design (Offenbach am 
Main, Germany); POLI.design (Milan, Italy); Politecnico 
di Milano (Milan, Italy); Royal College of Art (London, 
UK); School of Form (Poznan, Poland); Strate School of 
Design (Sèvres, France); Umeå Institute of Design (Umeå, 
Sweden); University College London (London, UK); 
University of Applied Sciences, FH Joanneum Graz (Graz, 

Austria); University of applied sciences in Schwäbisch 
Gmünd (Schwäbisch Gmünd, Germany); University of Arts 
in Belgrade (Belgrade, Serbia); University of Fine Arts in 
Poznan (Poznan, Poland); University of Gothenburg HDK 
Academy of Design and Craft (Gothenburg, Sweden); 
University of Wuppertal (Wuppertal, Germany); UPC 
BarcelonaTECH (Barcelona, Spain); Vilnius Academy 
of Arts (Vilnius, Lithuania); Zürich University of the Arts 
(Zurich, Switzerland)
Middle East
American University in Dubai (Dubai, UAE); American 
University in the Emirates (Dubai, UAE); American 
University of Sharjah (Sharjah, UAE); Art University 
of Isfahan (Isfahan, Iran); King Abdullah University of 
Science and Technology (Thuwal, Saudi Arabia); Middle 
East Technical University (Ankara, Turkey); Notre Dame 
University Louaize (Zouk Mosbeh, Lebanon); NYU Abu 
Dhabi (Abu Dhabi, UAE); Zayed University (Dubai/Abu 
Dhabi, UAE)
North America
ArtCenter College of Design (Pasadena, USA); Carnegie 
Mellon University (Pittsburg, USA); CENTRO (Mexico City, 
Mexico); Emily Carr University of Art + Design (Vancouver, 
Canada); Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, 
USA); Ibero-American University (Mexico City, Mexico); 
MIT Media Lab, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(Cambridge, USA); National Autonomous University of 
Mexico (UNAM) (Mexico City, Mexico); Parsons School 
of Design (New York, USA); Pratt Institute (New York, 
USA); Rhode Island School of Design (Providence, USA); 
Rochester Institute of Technology (Rochester, USA); 
Savannah College of Art and Design (Savannah, USA); 
School of Visual Arts (New York, USA); Stanford University 
(Stanford, USA); University of Houston (Houston, USA); 
University of Illinois at Chicago (Chicago, USA); University 
of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign (Champaign, USA); 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, 
USA) 
Oceania
Auckland University of Technology (Auckland, New 
Zealand); Massey University (Palmerston North, New 
Zealand); Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology 
(Melbourne, Australia)
South America
National University of Mar del Plata (Mar del Plata, 
Argentina); Pontifical Catholic University of Peru (Lima, 
Peru); Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro 
(Rio de Janeiro, Brazil); Santa Catarina State University 
(Florianópolis, Brazil)

We heard several voices raising up the issue of a lack 
of regional educational programs addressed to product 
and industrial design. To admire locally grown and 
harvested talents we are still waiting for Dubai Institute 
of Design and Innovation to open its doors during 
the fall semester 2018. In the meanwhile, we can fill 
the gap with this grand exhibition. It is considered 
the largest ever student gathering, representing 92 
of the world’s best design schools, from 43 countries 
on 6 continents. Global Grad Show is a showcase of 
groundbreaking works from the world’s leading design 
schools, held each year as part of Dubai Design 
Week at Dubai Design District (d3). Since launching in 
2015, the show has grown into a must see event and 
for its 2017 edition will present 200 graduate projects 
grouped under the themes of Connect, Empower and 
Sustain.
The exhibition does not necessary focus on product 
design, therefore you would be able to spot graduation 
and post-graduation works from several design fields 
such as graphics, fashion, jewelry and accessories, 
architecture, interior design, biomedical engineering, 
Internet of Things, media, automotive and more. 
Although the regional presence is still limited to few 
selected works, it is growing year by year consolidating 
a trend that puts design education on a priority list 
for the region and particularly the GCC where an 
active industry beyond commodities’ manufacturing 
is recently emerging. The area of interest of the 
projects pertains to a multitude of different grounds 
including the followings: Sports, Music, Architecture, 
Travel, Photography, Design Tools, Games, VR / AR, 
Disaster/Military, By/For the Developing World, Design 
for Disabilities, Blindness, Aging Society, Unusual, 
Superpowers (human augmentation), Teen Vogue, 
Migrants, Parents, Responding to Climate Change, The 
Future of Food, Dyslexia, Money and Communication. 
Each of the works is reflecting some problems of our 
modern society, addressing practical solution aiming 
at improve our quality of life. Not a single context of 
discussion is avoided, making this exhibition a sort 
of time capsule for the epochal moment we are living 
in. Economy, politics, society, environment, health, 
entertainment, each major subject is the chance for 
meditating about human condition from a philosophical, 
poetic and most of all material perspective. Hopefully at 
your favorite department store soon.
Here is a list of the participating universities by 
continent
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Emanuela Corti Global Grad Show
Designers from the Future
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Among the reasons of the growing interest on Modern 
Architecture in the UAE, as it is shown by scholarly 
researches dedicated to this subject, there is a shared 
understanding that modernity has emerged in the region 
under unique circumstances. At the beginning of the 
1950’s the country’s economy was still based upon 
fishing and pearl diving, and its major urban settlements 
reflected their economic and societal patterns by means 
of clusters of family houses spread along the shores of 
their coastal creeks.
With the discover of oil, that happened at different times 
across the Emirates, a rise of new complexity started 
pushing new forms of spatial organization both at the 
architectural and at the urban scales. Decent housing, 
better organized network of roads, marketplaces, 
mosques, hubs of public transport, institutional buildings, 
were not just a practical answer to the rising needs of the 
society, but also symbols of prosperity and wellbeing for 
communities that had undergone until then quite extreme 
living conditions.
Modern architecture offered a new repertoire of forms 
and a symbolic narrative to the representation of 
change; its application however required a process of 
disaggregation and re-aggregation of its structure and 
meanings. 

While “modern” in western countries emerged within 
secular societies and was associated to dynamic family 
structures and with possibilities for its members to 
advance by merit rather than by birth status (Chabbi 
and Mahdi, 2011), in the Emirates it came across a 
conservative society. The implications of this adaptation, 
stigmatized as a specular processes of emiratization of 
the modern and modernization of Emiratis (Ibid), have 
much in common with what happened in neighbor 
countries that faced the same challenge: how to adapt 
the existing set of vernacular buildings organically 
intertwined within cohesive urban fabrics, to the new 
societal needs?
When all the fundamental challenges of a newborn 
nation were at stake, modern architecture offered tools 
for shaping its future; although change was coming at 
unprecedented speed, it was possible to cope with it 
thanks to the size of the interventions, which were soon 
framed by master plans.
The architectural achievements and urban developments 
of the period comprised between the 1950’s and the 
1980’s owe their significance, more than to outstanding 
artifacts, to the uniqueness of the architectural language 
and the experimentation of building typologies that derive 
from this process of adaptation and hybridization. 

[experiences]

Massimo Imparato
UAE Modern Curator 1950 - 1980: Modern 

Architecture for the People

all the two pages

Dubai Creek, 1950’s Credits/Copyrights to Dubai Municipality 

Central Market, Abu Dhabi, 1968 
Credits/Copyrights to Abdul Rahman Hassanein Makhlouf

Central Market, another image, Abu Dhabi, 1968 
Credits/Copyrights to Abdul Rahman Hassanein Makhlouf

Sikka, Dubai
Credits/Copyrights to Massimo Imparato

Bur Dubai, Dubai
Credits/Copyrights to Devanshi Jakyia
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Moreover, since the budgets available for the building 
industry increased at the same slow pace of that 
of economical prosperity, the initial limited use of 
mechanical systems - that lately took over on building 
comfort – was counterbalanced by passive cooling 
strategies. 
Building envelopes were protected from overheating and 
glare by canopies, awnings, overhangs, fins and egg-
crates; mashrabiyas were commonly used for shading 
and to adorn openings. 
Shading and cross ventilation have been for long the 
main tools of passive cooling and have facilitated the 
accomplishment of the users’ tasks in their daily routines. 
Building sizes and typologies, particularly in low-income 
districts, haven’t been barrier to the establishment of 
social relationships and the spread of street life. 
From these early stages of transition from vernacular 
architecture, mainstream buildings have progressively 
dissociated their performance from people’s routines and 
technology has taken the lead, often at very high costs. 
At the urban scale things have changed to an extent 
that it is difficult sometimes to assess projects for the 
transformation of urban areas by keeping the public 
sphere of actions separated from that driven by private 
stakeholders. 
Lack in the separation of roles is particularly critical 
when at stake there is the decision whether to keep 
or discontinue existing buildings or districts. What 
differentiates public from private purpose? How to assess 
value that goes beyond its mere financial meaning? 
Important initiatives have been launched in the region, 
with the support and commitment of institutional bodies, 
for mapping and documenting modern architecture 
heritage. 
Once that a building is identified, surveyed and 
documented - according to the standards and the 
guidelines by the DoCoMoMo - it comes the challenging 
part of drafting rules, principles and strategies for 
addressing its significance, which can go far beyond 
its architectural expression, and can make the 
assessment task much more complex. It is thanks 
to scholarly researches that were made to trace the 
geographies of resilience and to diverge the attention 
from the mainstream to the hidden urban spaces where 
communities self-express, develop a stronger sense 
of belonging and the bond with places is still strong 
(Elsheshtawy, 2008 and 2010) that voices and sounds 
from the background have been made audible, making 
hidden places visible again. 
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The presence of immaterial values unfortunately was 
not deemed worthy of consideration when the financial 
pressure of real estate programs decided for the 
replacement of entire Dubai areas, such as the Rashid 
Colony in Al Karama and the housing district for “Police 
officers” in Satwa. Nothing has arrested the demolition 
of the Cinema Plaza, a symbol of expats life dating the 
early seventies to which the artist Ammar Al Attar has 
dedicated a research aiming at reflecting on the cultural 
impact of its demolition. Although there are episodes 
that symbolize resistance, such as the call to preserve 
Safa park modernist domed pavilion, an advanced and 
ambitious country such as the UAE cannot leave the 
responsibility to groups of citizens to take actions for 
rescuing buildings. What is worth notice in this latter 
case, is that the voices for its protection were raised both 
from Emiratis and expatriates, which means that time has 
come for the recognition of shared legacies.

How to make, then, a comprehensive reflection 
over modern architecture heritage in the Region? 
Understanding how it has been able to contribute to 
forging the country new identity and to spreading trust 
in the establishment of a political union, in parallel with 
being a practical tool for giving to nomadic groups more 
permanent settlings, for building transportation hubs 
and road networks, can be useful for understanding the 
present and for addressing future challenges. 
There are in fact cycles in the history of nations, and by 
looking at the achievements of modern architecture in 
the UAE and their neighbor countries we can identify 
signs and meanings that can help us coping with the 
challenges that are in front of us. Firstly, we can explore 
new ways to reconcile buildings with the climate and 
with the concept of place, and foster a more profound 
integration between architecture and technology 
(Cucinella, 2016). Then, we can look at “Modernist 
Arabia” as to a legacy of experimentation that can offer 
tools for an advanced integration of Arab culture in the 
architectural discourse. 
All in all, we must reflect on the impact of modernism 
on the development of new social relationships and on 
the shaping of the Nation: people’s awareness of the 
role played by institutions in establishing a common 
ground has in fact greatly contributed to the emergence 
of a modern urban society. Conservation and reuse of 
modern architecture in a country that has undergone 
a fast process of disconnection between people and 
places are extraordinary tools for promoting its social 
cohesiveness, identity and foster new forms of societal 
cohesion.

UAE Modern
The initiative aims at spreading awareness on the value 
of architectural experimentation and achievements of 
the period between the 1950s and the 1980s. The first 
initiative of UAEMODERN.ORG is the international 
conference organized for the 2017 Dubai Design Week, 
gathering together local and international experts to 
share experiences and exchange knowledge on modern 
architecture, conservation and reuse. Yasser Elsheshtawy 
and his project uaemodern.com, a platform created 
“to explore and research the various ways in which 
modernism has manifested itself in the built environment of 
the UAE”, has lent its name to the conference.

all the two pages

Fahidi Street, Dubai, 1980’s
Credits/Copyrights to Massimo Imparato

Al-Otaiba Building Abu Dhabi, 1970s
Credits/Copyrights to Daria Badakova

Fahidi Street, Dubai
Credits/Copyrights to Massimo Imparato

Vegetable market Abu Dhabi 
Credits/Copyrights to Kefa Katanga
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Postcards
In forecast of the conference the discussions on the themes contributed to spread 
an understanding that the common ground of values that we were searching for was 
nothing but a multifaceted expression of places and identities shared over time. 
What is the image that best encompasses our idea of the identity of a place? 
Some among our panelists have decided to express it by sending a postcard.

Dubai’s architectural growth did not pause at the 1940s wind-tower
houses and palm frond huts, it continues to survive in the memories of
its modernist structures 
Maryam Mudhaffar

Persistent and 
otherwise dressed, 

memory 
keeps us awake

Monica Mazzolani

Places, buildings, artworks, people: we are such 
stuff as our histories are made on. Without them 
every statement of identity is only a fairy tale
Andrea Canziani

It is necessary 
to understand 
the value 
of these 
buildings, not 
only from an 
architectural 
point of view 
echoing the 
design and 
construction 
practices of 
the time, but 
also as places 
engraved 
within the 
memories 
of the cities’ 
dwellers
Marco Sosa

A craft 
showroom with 
transparency to 
Mediterranean 
sea. the 
progressive 
structure 
made of steel 
columns 
suggest 
traditional 
vaults without 
falling into 
mimicry.
George Arbid

The creek 
Eman Assi
Credits Dubai 
Municipality

The place identity is achieved 
when maintaining and building 
upon the three types of 
living purpose - 1) Physical 
setting (scale, intensity, 
neighborhood), 2) Activity 
(diversity, street life, culture), 
3) Meaning (psychological 
relation, memory)
Idrees Rasouli
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The Themes, the Panels and the Contributors
“Places, Identity and Memory” 

What matters most in architectural conservation
Khawla Al Hashimi Head of Design, Shurooq
Mario Cucinella, Founder MC A Architects, School of Sustainability
Rashad Bukhash Chairman, Architectural Heritage Society
Adina Hempel Assistant Professor, Zayed University

Change with/versus conservation
Monica Mazzolani, Antonio Troisi, Associate Directors MTAA, Milan
Idrees Rasouli Course Leader, IDEA, Ravensbourne (Uk)
Marco Sosa, Associate Professor, Zayed University
Amel Chabbi Head, Building Conservation Unit, TCA Abu Dhabi

“Leading Practices for the Conservation of Modern Architecture” 

Challenges, Strategies and Actions 
Andrea Pane, Associate Professor of Architecture Conservation, University of Naples
Noura Al Sayeh, Head, Arch. Affairs, Bahrain Authority for Culture, Antiquities
Andrea Canziani, Docomomo International 
Asseel Al-Ragam, Assistant Professor of Architecture, Kuwait University
George Arbid, Aca and Docomomo Lebanon

The emergence of Modernism as a reflection of Societal needs
Eman Assi, Heritage expert, Dubai Municipality
Maryam Mudhaffar Expert Modern Architecture in the UAE
Yasser Elsheshtawy, Researcher and Curator
George Katodrytis, Professor and Head, Dept. Architecture, American University of Sharjah

The workshops/1
Conservation of Architecture in the 21st Century: 
An application of six realities in the study of architectural heritage 
and their use in the transformation of existing buildings 
Idrees Rasouli Course Leader, IDEA, Ravensbourne (Uk)
Sophie Johnson, Assistant Professor, Canadian University Dubai
Joaquin Busch, Lecturer, Canadian University Dubai

The workshops/2
How to make a Conservation Plan
Georges Arbid, Aca and Docomomo Lebanon
Andrea Canziani, Docomomo International 
Monica Mazzolani, Associate Director MTAA, Milan
Amel Chabbi Head, Building Conservation Unit, TCA Abu Dhabi

Essaouira, Morocco. The white Berber medina, enrolled in the UNESCO World 
Heritage List, is integrated with the defensive walls facing the Atlantic ocean built by 
the Portuguese. The route over the latter offers an extraordinary promenade that still 
represents one of the most vibrant places in the city. 
Andrea Pane, 2010

Now
George Katodytis

Architecture of the late 20th century in the UAE is a testimony 
to its long standing relation to trade, cultural exchange and collaboration. Adina Hempel

The 
significance of 
Kuwait’s modern 
architecture lies 
in its intellectual 
and technical 
achievements. 
Its systematic 
destruction will 
erase all traces 
of these mid-
twentieth century 
progressive 
values
Asseel 
Al-Ragam

Student Workshop, Urbino, 1965 
Antonio Troisi, Credits to Kunstgeweberschule Zurich 
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THG Paris
THG Showcasing Exquisite New Collections 
at Dubai Design Week 
Dubai, UAE – Downtown Design, a key element of 
Dubai Design Week, returns from November 14-17, 
showcasing the very best of original design in Dubai 
with a carefully edited roster of established and 
emerging brands across a range of product categories 
including furniture, lighting, bathrooms, kitchens, textiles 
and accessories. THG, the French family-owned and 
run luxury design house, will be showcasing four new 
bathroom collections transforming sanitary ware into 
pieces of art, at the event in Dubai Design District. 
Since 1956, THG Paris has been designing luxury 
fittings from Béthencourt-sur-mer in Picardy.
Recognized for its know-how, this family business 
surrounds prestigious houses such as Baccarat, 
Lalique, Christofle, and Daum and offers exceptional 
products and symbols of luxury French-style.
THG marries an inimitable blend of old-world 
artisanship with 21st century technology, culminating 
in a timeless collection of products. Every design is a 
standing testimony to the brand’s core philosophy of 
timeless luxury and the art of living. THG’s luxurious 
bathroom fittings are available in the UAE solely through 
Al Hashimya General Trading.
Thanks to its policy of constant innovation, for the first 
time since its creation, THG presents a health collection 
composed of baths, wash basins and shower trays. 
The French company sublimates the art of bathing with 
a collection synonymous of quality and refinement, two 
values that reflect the core principles of the brand.
 
Daughter of one of the founding partners and Marketing 
& Communications Director for THG Anne Sophie 
will also be in attendance at Dubai Design Week, 
offering journalists a rare insight into the company’s 
61-year history, and exquisite new Galatee, Harmonie, 
Monceau, and Fillmore collections. 
The Galatee collection was conceived by award-winning 
designer Pierre-Yves Rochon, who has worked with 
brands like the Ritz-Carlton, Four Seasons, and created 
restaurant environments for some of the world’s most 
innovative chefs. His overflow bath design combines 
elegance and comfort with an ergonomic design and 
an aesthetic bias that juxtaposes geometrical lines and 
structure to create an astounding central bathroom 
piece. 

The Harmonie collection’s luxurious monobloc bathtub 
classically styled and accented with black and gold-coated 
shower fittings and faucets. The Monceau collection 
modern curves has a rim to install the tap. A rare feature 
on free standing bathtubs. The Fillmore washbasin with a 
timeless design allows the installation of the fitting directly 
on the rim.
THG is known worldwide for the rarity of its unique 
materials, often incorporating crystal, porcelain, onyx, 
optical glass, leather, precious stones and natural 
marble into their exquisite pieces, and with the ability to 
fully customise each for their clients, they have become 
synonymous with quality in the industry. 
Elevating everyday objects into pieces of art, the 
company’s collections provide clients with an experience 
rather than an item, with intricate detailing and unique 
craftsmanship, a fact that is evident throughout each of the 
new collections. In its 61-year history THG has cultivated 
a reputation as the brand for high-end bathroom fittings 
and accessories and through working with internationally 
renowned designers THG Paris represents resolutely 
timeless luxury and the art of living.

[ideas and trends]it
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THG Paris Shop 
No. 36 Block 9 
Al Wasl Square Dubai, UAE
www.thg-paris.com/france/en
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antoniolupi
Eclipse
design Marco Di Paolo
Eclipse is an enveloping egg-shaped tub that 
welcomes and ergonomically protects the body. With 
strong stage presence and able to fit in different 
habitat. 

The continuity of the lines and surfaces made 
possible by the use of Cristalplant describes a large 
volume that can occupy the center of the room with 
personality but also be placed in a personalized 
arrangement.
 
To increase the functionality of the bathtub, a small 
storage shelf has been developed and integrated 
into its volume with harmony and measure. A trace 
that softens the edge and becomes a distinctive sign 
of refinement, a precious detail that emphasizes 
the shape and becomes a practical shelf to 
accommodate all the accessories for a truly complete 
relaxation.

antoniolupi is a Tuscan company that since more 
than sixty years has distinguished itself on the 
Italian and International markets for their bathroom 
furnishings projects. 
A reality that continues to develop due to investments 
in technology and creativity as well as collaboration 
with international architects and the capability of 
design and innovation.

Although antoniolupi began by producing exclusively 
bathroom accessories and mirrors, its product line 
now embraces the entire living space, thanks to the 
collaboration with established designers.
High quality product, customer care and a vast 
assortment of collections offered are the key 
elements that together with a deep passion for work 
guide the Lupi family in their choices. The company 
has chosen tailor-made production over mass 
production in order to meet all sorts of requirements 
and to offer unlimited options for customisation. 

[ideas and trends]it



ANTONIO LUPI DESIGN SPA
Via Mazzini 73/75
50050 Stabbia
Cerreto Guidi (FI) - Italy
phone + 39 0571 586881_95651
www.antoniolupi.it
lupi@antoniolupi.it
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Talenti Outdoor Living presents 
the New Frontiers in Outdoor Design in Dubai
The Italian company takes center stage at Downtown Design
with their most elegant and recent lines
At this year’s Downtown Design in Dubai, the middle 
east’s leading, high quality design trade show, Talenti 
Outdoor Living is offering a carefull selection of their 
most successful collections. For the fifth and largest 
edition of the 2017 fair, the world-renowned Italian 
brand, presents one of their new lines, Moon, together 
with some of the most acclaimed collections, such as 
Casilda by Ramon Esteve, Soho, Cleo Alu and Cleo 
Teak by Marco Acerbis. In addition visitors will admire 
Kira and Jackiecollection, both designed by Talenti’s 
in-house team. All these lines enchant not only through 
their originality of style but also because of their ability 
to modulate different design concepts. Furthermore all 
these collections, like all Talenti products, are entirely 
Made in Italy with the latest generation of materials that 
are perfectly weather and heat resistant, easy to clean 
as well as easy to use.

Moon
Designed by young talent Cristian Visentin, Moon, 
is composed of sofas, chairs, armchairs, a lounger, 
and tables. This collection was inspired by a real and 
concrete vision. The long and tapered back of the 
armchairs and sofas remind the shape of a half moon. 
And the collection was really born in this way, that is, 
“looking at the moon”. 
Thanks to this reference, this line not only decorates 
but also animates the spaces. The elegant and woven 
backs of the seats, produce a sense of lightness 
from every woven rope. All the products are perfectly 
matched and are characterized by a natural teak 
frame with armrests and backrests in aluminum tubing 
covered with woven cord in a grey, synthetic material.

Casilda
Casilda is designed with maximum clarity, simplicity and 
harmony, evidently capable of expressing the famous 
Spanish designer’s identity. The concept is born from 
the idea of deconstructing classical furniture without 
relinquishing contemporary elegance. The collection’s 
pieces feature large, comfortable seats, supported by 
elastic straps designed for outdoor use. Quick dry foam 
padding, also the result of Talenti’s advanced research 
into materials, is perfectly able to take on the elements, 
while the types of fabric used, combine to create a style 
that’s sophisticated, seductive and conveys a feeling of 
lightness emblematic of the outdoors. 

Soho
Marco Acerbis, with this collection, has been inspired 
by the finesse and balance between materials: ropes 
follow a set path and intersect with wood battens 
creating an elegant and visually soft net that harks 
back to the nautical world. The collection showcases 
the interplay between full and empty spaces: the two-
dimensionality of the frame and the volumes of the 
cushions. The lightweight, painted aluminium frame 
creates a solid structure for the cushions, in order to 
ensure stability and durability.
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